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Goals of the website 
as outlined in the Mission and Vision of Amherst College Library

 To teach students to function as researchers and 
critical users of information. 

 Building Community

 To acquire, preserve and make obtainable artifacts 
and information for the future.

 Provide access to materials that are outside of the 
library

 The ability to find desired resources quickly.  

o Locate the Black Studies Research Guide.  

o If a campus organization that you are part of wants to 
schedule an event at the library, where do you go to request 
space for the event? 

o Amherst College has an extensive archive and special 
collection, find the Walt Whitman’s letter to Helen Price that 
is part of the archival digital collection.

o How do you request a physical copy of a book from another 
library if the library at Amherst College does not have in 
stock? 

o Does Amherst college library have “The catcher in the rye” 
available in eBook?  

TaskGoals



Participant A Participant B  Participant C Participant D Participant E

Research Guide 2 Clicks-Found Item 2 Clicks-Found Item 3 Clicks- Was able to Find 1 Click - Did not Find 1 Click - Did not Find

Search Bar, Research Guide Search Bar, Research Guide
Search Bar, Find Resource, 
Research Guide Search Bar Search Bar

Request a book 2 Clicks-Found Item 5 Clicks-Did Not Find 3 Clicks-Found Item 2 Clicks-Found Item 2 Clicks-Found Item

Services & Request, Request 
Book

Archive and Special Collection, 
Find Resources, on line 
resources

Archive, Service and Request, 
Request book

Services & Request, Request 
Book

Services & Request, Request 
Book

Catcher in the Rye 3 clicks- but had to sign in 4 Clicks-Did not Find 4-Did not Find 5 Clicks-Did not find 4 clicks-Did not Find 

Find Resources, Book & Film, 
E-book, 

Services and Request, Digital 
Programs

Archives, About the library, 
Journal Search

books and media, Amherst 
College, typed in Catcher in 
the Rye in search. No "the" 
no results.  Searched eBooks 
no results. Changed to title 
begins with catcher. Found 
book review not the book.  

Clicked books and media, 
typed in search.  Then went to 
search everywhere. Typed in 
eBook so results did not come 
up

Reserve event space 5 Clicks-Did not find 3 clicks  Did not Find 5 clicks- Found Item 4 Clicks-Found Item 4 Clicks- Did not find

Hours and contact, about the 
library, floor plan and study 
space, Email contact, Group 
space. 

Hours and Contact, About the 
Library

services and Request, 
students, about the library, 
floor plan and study space, 
back to Service and Request 
and event request

Hours and contact, then call 
or email them.  Went to Find 
Resources then services and 
request and event request

Services and request, about 
the library, services for 
students, Hours and contact. 

Walt Whitman's letter 4 Clicks -Found Item 3 Clicks-Found item 4 Clicks-Found Item 3 Clicks- Found Items 4 Clicks-Found Item

Special Collection, Emily 
Dickinson, Digital Collection, 
Searched WW, letter

Archives and Special 
Collection, Digital Collection, 
Search Bar (full)

Archives and Special 
Collection, Digital Collection, 
Search Bar (WW)

Archives and AC then search 
WW letter to Helen price, 
from their clicked on link to 
letter

From the menu archives, then 
digital collection , they 
searched archives and special 
collection typed in Walt 
Whitman



Key Findings
 Overall, the participants thought the site was easy to use and efficient, most information was 

found in three or fewer clicks.  

 Good uses of bullets and highlights on the home page, the use of graphics on the home page 
would make the site more appealing. 

 The menu bar at the top of the home page is for the entire University, can be confusing if you are 
trying to limit your search within the library. Participants did not use search function correctly.

 With the library Search bar, you only can search for books, media, archives, databases. No way to 
search for a library resources

 Study participants didn’t realize that the information on the left side of the home page were links 
you can click on for more information



reCommendAtions

Design
 Add graphics to the home page to make it visually appealing which will draw 

the patron in and increase credibility. 

Change the color of the links on the left-hand side so they will be easier 
recognized as links 

On the archive and special collections page I would change it to a more 
scannable layout.  Most readers do not take the time to read full paragraphs.

Add a description or the ability to click the photo on the archives and special 
collection page and have it link to a page with additional information.



reCommendAtions
Navigation
 Add a library search function to the home screen, allowing patrons to 

search for programs and services in the library.  

 On the secondary pages the topics should be added across the top, study 
participants did not see the topics because they did not realize they had to 
scroll down.  

Best Practices
 Chat function should be available during business hours

 How to use the library page



Archives & Special Collections houses Amherst College's rare books, literary 
manuscripts, written materials of unique value, historic photographs, sound recordings, 
moving image recordings, and a large collection of objects. It serves as the official 
repository for the records of Amherst College, including those pertaining to academic 
programs and departments, College administration, and student activities. The 
department collects a wide range of historical and biographical materials relating to 
alumni, alumnae, faculty and other individuals connected with the College.
Archives & Special Collections holds over 80,000 books and 11,000 linear feet of 
archival materials. The department houses major collections of Emily Dickinson and 
Richard Wilbur books and manuscripts, along with extensive holdings of other poets 
and writers. The history of Amherst College, and the local community, is extensively 
documented through books, manuscripts, photographs, film, and objects. Other 
strengths of the collections include natural history, especially ornithology; missionary 
activity; travel literature; theater; international politics and diplomacy; and social justice 
and activism



Archives & Special Collections houses Amherst College's 
rare books, literary manuscripts, written materials of 
unique value, historic photographs, sound recordings, 
moving image recordings, and a large collection of 
objects. It serves as the official repository for the records 
of Amherst College, including those pertaining to 
academic programs and departments, College 
administration, and student activities. The department 
collects a wide range of historical and biographical 
materials relating to alumni, alumnae, faculty and other 
individuals connected with the College.

The Archives & Special Collections holds 80,000 books and 
11,000 linear feet of archival material including the following 
topics:

 Extensive holdings of poets and writers including major 
collections of Emily Dickinson and Richard Wilbur.

 The history of Amherst College
 Local Community
 Natural History 
 Ornithology
 Missionary activity
 Travel literature
 Theater
 International Politics and diplomacy
 Social justice and activism  


